
WRITING AN 
LSU THESIS



LSU THESIS

L + S = U
Limited subject + Specific predicate = Unified sentence

Subject = the topic of your essay

Predicate = the argument about your topic



LIMITED SUBJECT

First, choose a TOPIC you would like to focus on in 
analyzing the text:
A character (e.g. Kino)
A group of characters (e.g. the dark ones)
The author of the text
A literary work (e.g. The Pearl)
Often, your topic will be decided for you by the essay 
prompt you choose.



LIMITED SUBJECT

Choose a characteristic or element of your topic to 
focus on and make your subject LIMITED
Kino  Kino’s obsession with the pearl
The dark ones  The anonymity of the dark ones
The Pearl  The natural setting of The Pearl
Can you think of others?



SPECIFIC PREDICATE

Now make a SPECIFIC claim about your subject. 
This is your PREDICATE.

What is a claim?
A claim is an arguable statement, crafted for an audience to 
consider or accept.



SPECIFIC PREDICATE
Decide what other important element of the text you 
see your SUBJECT connected to.
E.g. Kino’s obsession with the pearl  his family’s downfall
E.g. The anonymity of the dark ones  the greed of all 
humanity

E.g. The natural setting of The Pearl  humanity’s 
detachment from nature

This will the OBJECT of your predicate.



STRONG VERB

Finally, choose an active and strong VERB to 
connect your SUBJECT and PREDICATE.

All verbs fall under two categories:
Linking (IS or HAS)  definitional arguments
Action (DOES)  cause and effect arguments



STRONG VERB

Advice:

Make sure you understand the verb you’re using. If you’re not 
100% sure you know the word, don’t use it. 

Strong verbs don’t have to be fancy. They just have to be precise.

Examples: causes, leads to, creates, produces, precipitates, induces, 
compels, demonstrates, reflects, determines, reveals, establishes, 
indicates, verifies  



STRONG VERBS



STRONG VERB

Kino’s obsession with the pearl causes his family’s downfall.
The anonymity of the dark ones demonstrates the greed of 
all humanity.
The natural setting of The Pearl reveals humanity’s detachment 
from nature.



UNIFIED THESIS

Now, go back and read your thesis statement to make 
sure it forms a UNIFIED thought. 

A unified thesis is an argument that is whole. It is usually only a 
simple sentence (i.e., NOT compound).

Kino’s obsession with the pearl causes his family’s downfall.
The anonymity of the dark ones demonstrates the greed of all humanity.
The natural setting of The Pearl reveals humanity’s detachment from nature.



EXAMPLES

Are these theses LSU? Let’s discuss!
Heracles is brave, so he is a hero.
There are many reasons why Heracles is a hero.
Heracles’s bravery, strength, and charisma make 
him a hero.

Bilbo and Frodo have similarities.
Bilbo’s courage helps the dwarves.

Not LSU
Not LSU
Not LSU

Not LSU
LSU



REPREDICATION

The method of taking the predicate of a non-LSU thesis statement, 
making it the subject of the thesis, and creating a new predicate.

Example: Heracles demonstrates bravery, and this makes him a 
hero.

 Heracles’s bravery allows him to become a great hero.

Example: Kino has many vices, like their greed, obsession with the 
pearl, and violence, which lead to his downfall.
 Kino’s use of violence leads to his downfall.



REVISING A NON-LSU THESES

See if these theses are LSU. If not, revise them to be LSU.
1. Heracles is brave, so he is a hero.
2. There are many reasons why Heracles is a hero.
3. Heracles’s bravery, strength, and charisma make him a 

hero.
4. Bilbo’s courage helps the dwarves.


